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A N A L . I C A L  AM) -fi INVESTIGATION OF A TENPERWuRE- 

SCHEDUIZ ACCELEBATION CONTROL FOR A TURBOJET ENGINE 

By Herbert Heppler, Paul M. St ig l ic ,  and I h d d  Novik 

A temperature-Umiting  control was  used on a turbojet  engine in 
order to study  the  feasibil i ty of its use a s  an acceleration  control. 
Three types of control action, proportional, Integral, and proportional- 
plus-integral, were used i n  this  investigation. 

7 
6 Transient response' data were obtained to investigate  the  control- 

system response and s tab i l i ty .  Temperature errors,  which include  aver- 
shoot,  tracking, and steady-state  error6  cafbined with control stabil- 
ity, were used as control   cr i ter ia  t o  evaluate  the  control systems. 

The m o s t  favorable of the control  systems tested was found to be 
the proportional-plus-htegral control  action, which had no steady-state 

was s tab le   to  a higher  control gain. 
* error,  a negligible  track- error, minimum temperature  overshoot, and 

INTRODUCTION 

One of the m a i n  objectives i n  controlling a turboje t  engine is  to 
provide f o r  rapid,  safe  accelerations fram one thrust l eve l  to another. 
Maximum acceleration has been found to occur a% the  cmpressor stall 
line as sham  in  reference 1. Since  acceleration  diminishes  or may be 
impossible in the stall region, it is deSir8ble to accelerate  with a 
safe margin from the stall line, 

T K O  general  turbojet  acceleration  control s y s t e m  have been inves- 
t igated a t  the NACA Lewis  laboratory. One u t i l i zes   the   op t imdiz ing  
technique which requires an engine parameter signal t o  warn of impending 
s t a l l .  This method may be desirable because maximum acceleration could 

terioration. However, a preUminary  investigation (ref'. 2) t o  search 
4 be safely  attained independent of alt l tude  corrections and engine  de- 

d f o r  adequate  stall-warning signals proved unsuccessful. No applicable 
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control  signals  were  found.  Until  an  adequate  stall-warning  signal I s  
found,  other  types  of  acceleration  controls  must  therefore  be  used. 

- 
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The  second  type  of  contral..automatically  limits  engine  parameters 
such  as  fuel  flow,  acceleration,  compressor  discharge  pressure,  or  tem- 
perature  according  to a predetermined  schedule. An investigation of 
scheduling  engine  acceleration  with  engine  speed  is  presented  in 
reference 3. 

This  report  investigates  some  of  the  problems  involved in schedul- 
ing  the  tailpipe  temperature to avoid  stall duriq acceleration. A ma- 
jor  difficulty  in  using  the  tailpipe  temperature  as a control  parameter 
is  the  developnent  of a suitable  temperature-sensing  device. In order 
to maintab a safe  margin  between  surge  and  scheduled  values,  accurate 
temperature  measurements &.re  needed. A cmpznsating  device was used to 
cancel  the  large  thermocouple  lag  associated  with  heavy  long-life  ther- 
mocouples  usually  necessary  for  high-temperature  measurement. 

The object of this  report  is to investigate  the  dynamics of a 
closed-loop  acceleration  control  that follows a schedule of tailpipe 
temperature  with  rotor  speed.  Acceleration  is  limited  by one o f  two 
factors,  engine  surge or turbine  tarperature. A constant  temperature 
schedule may be  used  in a surge-  and  stall-free  region  combined  with a 
lower  temperature  schedule  shaped  to  skirt  the  surge  region. If the 
engine  shuuld  inadvertently  surge or stall,  the  resulting  overtempera- 
ture  condition  reduces  fuel flow to a safe  operating  value. 

The  ability  of  the  control.  to  1imit.temperature  overshoot and track 
the  temperature  schedule  during an acceleration is studied  along w i t h  
the  factors  influencing  the  system  stability. 

Fuel  System 

The  fuel  system  (fig. 1) consists  of a reducing-type  differential 
pressure  regulator  that  maintains a constant  pressure drop across  the 
throttle.  The  response  of the throttle  valve  to  input  voltage  was ee- 
sentially  flat  to 20 cycles  per  second  (ref. 4) .  Because  the  throttle 
position m s  proportional  to  fuel flow through  the  throttle,  it  was  used 
as an indication of fuel flow. 

Fuel  metered  at  the  throttle  flowed  to a flow divider  which  regu- 
lates  flow to a dual-manifold  distribution system as shown  in  figure 1. 
The  flow  divider  permitted flow through  both  the  large-  and  small-slot 
manifolds a t  high  fuel  pressure and to  the  smalJ"s1ot  manifold  at law 
fuel  pressure.  The  transition f r m  small-slot manifold operation  to 

t 
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both  small-  and  large-slot  manifold  operation  had a capacitive  effect 
on the  fuel  system. A f M t e  time was necessary to fill  the  large-slot 
manifold,  which  lowered  the  effective  Fuel flow for  that period. A sud- 
den  increase  to  the requira flaw occurs when the  large-slot  nozzle 
opens.  During  the  short  period  required to fill  the  large-slot mani- 
fold, throttle  position  is  not a true  indication of engine  fuel f l o w .  

Sensors 

Tailpipe  temperature. - The  average of three  chrmel-alumel  ther- 
mocouples  spaced 120° apart was used  for  tailpipe-temperature  measure- 
ment.  These  high-temperature  thermocouples  were  made of 14-gage  wire 
and  had an approximate  first-order lag that  veried  with  engine  speed 
(fig. 2). The time constant of the  thermocouple lag varied  from 0.62 
second  at  idle  speed  to 0.25 second  at  rated  engine  speed. 

A thermocouple  canpensator of a lead-lag  nature  (fig. 3) was used 
to  extend  the  thermocouple  frequency  response.  The  lead  time  constant 
was  set to cancel  the  thermocouple lag at  66-percent  rated  speed.  This 
results in fixed canpensator  time  constants of U.56-second  lead and 
0.032-second lag as  shown in figure 3. 

Since  the  thermocouple  lag  decreases  with  engine speed, the com- 
pensator  matching at-a low engine  speed  results in overccanpensation  at 
higher  engine  speeds.  This  overcompensation  presents  slightly  higher 
peak-temperature  measurements than actually  exist,  resulting in a larger 
safety  margin. A cmpsrison of  the cmpensated and unccmpensated  ther- 
mocouple  frequency  response  with  engine  speed  is shown in figure 4. At 
66-percent rafed engine speed,  the  compensated  thermocouple is flat to 
5 cycles  per  second,  whereas  the  uncompensated  thermocouple  response 
attenuates  to 0.055 at 5 cycles  per  second. As engine  speed  increases 
above  66-percent  rated  speed,  overcmpensstion  increases t o  a maximum 
of 2.25 at rated  speed.  The  necessity of scheduling  exact  compensation 
depends on the  accuracy  required  for  the  entire  control-loop  response. 

-ne  speed. - An electronic  counter  modified  to  convert  pulses 
supplied  frat a 180-tooth tachmeter generator into a direct-current 
voltage  was  used to -obta in  engine  speed.  The  direct-current  voltage 
that was proportional  to  engine  speed was filtered  and  amglif  ied  before 
being  recorded. 

Engine  acceleration. - An acceleration  signal  was  supplied  by  elec- 
tronically  differentiating  the  engine  speed si-. Filtering  of  ob- 
jectionable  noise was necessary. 
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Recording  Equipuent 

NACA RM E56C08 

Transient  data  were  recorded on a direct-recordhg  oscillograph, 
the  frequency  response of which  was  essentially  flat  to 100 cycles per 
second. A recorder  chart  speed of 25 millimeters  per  second was used. 

CONTROL 3YSTE24 

A block  diagram of the  control  system is sham in  figure 5.  The 
demand  signal  simulates a signal from an operator's  throttle, a speed 
controller,  or a temperature  controller. This signal  sets  the  desired 
fuel flow that  is  metered by the  fuel system to  the  turbojet  engine. 
Tailpipe  temperature  is  measured  by  the  temperature  sensor,  which  a160 
cmpensates  for  the  instrumentation lag associated  xfth  the  thermo- 
couple.  This  cmpensated  temperature  signal  is cmpared with  the  sched- 
ule  signal,  and  the  error  signal is amplified  by  the  control  amplifier. 
The  temperature  controller  begins  operating  when  the  error signal in- 
dicates an wertemperature.  The  corrective  action  of  the  controller 
was  one of three  types: (1) proporti-, (2) integral,  or (3) 
proportional-plus-integral.  The  controller-output  signal  reduces  fuel 
flow  by  subtracting  from  the  demand signal. 

Controller  Operation 

The  temperature-summing  network,  control  amplifier, and controller 
were  assembled on an electronic  differential  analyzer and are sham in 
schematic  form  in  figure 6. The  temperature-schedule si-1 T, is 
added  to  the  negative of the  ccmrpensated  temperature  signal -%, and 
the  resultant  temperature  error  is  amplified by the  first  amplifier. 
The  setting  of  potentiometer P2 determines  the  scheduled  temperature 
level,  whereas  potentimeter  setting P1 sets  the  control  gain. The 
value Of the  amplified  temperature  error is determined  as  follows: 

(All symbols are.  defined  in  appendix A. ) 

The  controller  amplifier  shown  in  figure 6 has two parallel  feed- 
back paths.  One  path  is  composed of a diode and a resistor R3. The 
value of resistor R3 is very mall capared with  the  input  resistor 
R1.  The  second  feedback  path  determines  the  type of controller  cor- 
rective  action.  Connecting  both  resistor R2 and  condenser C2 re- 
sults in  a proportianal-plus-integral control. Resistor Rz, by Itself, 
or  condensor C2, by  itself, prduces proportional  or  integral  action, 
respectively. - 
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A negative  amplified  temperature  error  (K,/P~)/T,  occurs  for 
operation  belaw  the  temperature  schedule  value  and  results in a positive 
controller  output  signal Wc. The  positive  signal  causes  the  feedback 
diode  to  conduct.  The  resulting  controlled  output  is  shown  for 
proportional-plus-integral  control  system in the  foLlarFng  equation: 

I 

* 
IC Cn 
M 

4 3  1 + R2C28 wc =- - R1 (I + R z C p  + R$p) (F) -TGc when Wc > 0 (2) 

The  output  Wc  is a negligible  positive  signal  (since  the  ratio of R3 
to R1 is  very small) and is not  effective in regulating  fuel  flaw. 
The  diode  does  not  conduct when the  controller  output  Wc  beccanes  neg- 
ative,  which  occurs when an overtemperature  condition  causes  the  ampli- 
fied  temperature  error  signal  to  become  positive  (fig. 6). Equation (3) 
shows that  the  output  signal  with  the  diode  open is that of proportional- 
plus-integral  control  action: 

The  controller  output can now regulate fuel f l o w  and  does so with 
a proportional-plus-integral  control  action.  Fuel-flow  regulation  con- 

switching  operates in the  same  manner  for  integral  and  proportional 
control systems. 

? tinues  until  Wc  is  zero and the  diode  conducts.  The  controller  diode 

= 

Engine  Characteristics 

The  steady-state  variation of tailpipe  temperature  wlth  engine 
speed  and  fuel ¶aw is shown in figure 7. These  plots show a tempera- 
ture  reversal  at  68.5-percent  rated  engine  speed  and  12.5-percent  rated 
fuel flow. This  results in a negative  tailpipe-teqerature t o  fuel-flow 
gain % belaw  68.5-percent  rated  speed,  as shown in figure 8. The 
engine  gain  is  positive  above  68.5-percent  rated  speed,  reaching a max- 
imum of 0.594 (percent  rated  temperature/percent fuel flow) at 86- 
percent  rated  speed. 

The transient  response of tailpipe  temperature  to  fuel flow is  of 
a lead-lag-plus-dead-time  nature. The lead  time  constant  Ue  and  the 
lag  time  constant Te decrease with engine  speed  as sham in  figure 9. 
At  70-percent  rated  speed  the  lead  tFme  constant  is % times  as  large 
as the  lag the constant.  This  ratio  diminishes  with  engine  speed, 
reaching  unity  at  100-percent  speed  where  the  engine  lead  equals  the 
lag. 

3 1 
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A tailpipe-temperature  to  fuel-flow  dead  time  of  approximately 55 
milliseconds  was  observed-for  all  engine  speeds,  as  shown in figure 10. 
This  dead  time  produces B 180° phase lag at 9 cycles  per  second.  Fig- 
ure 11 is a plot  of  the  calculated  forward-loop  phase  shift  response 
with  frequency,  which  includes  the  fuel  system,  engine  dynamics,  and 
the  temperature-measuri.ug  circuit. A camparison  of  the  total  forward- 
loop  phase  shift  with  that  of  the  tailpipe-temperature  to  fuel-flow 
dead  time  alone  indicates  that  the  forward-loop  phase  shift  is  primarily 
that  of  dead  time. 

Control-Loop  Characteristics 

The  control  loop  can be separated  into two sections: (1) the  for- 
ward  path,  which  includes  the  fuel  system,  engine,  and  temperature  in- 
strumentation,  and (2) the  feedback  path,  which  consists of the  control 
components  (fig. 12). 

The  transfer  function of the  forward  path G(s'] is cmposed of  the 
cascaded  fuel  .valve,  engine,  and  temperature  fnstrmientation  transfer 
functions,  as  shown i n  the  following  equation: 

Since  the  engine  time  constants  and  thermocouple  lag  change  with 
engine  speed,  the  forward-path  frequency  response  varies  with  engine 
speed  as shown in  the  calculated  straight-line  approximation  of  figure 
13. The  variation  of  thermocouple lag with  engine  speed has a can- 
celling  effect on the  amplitude  spread  resulting  fran  the  lower- 
frequency  engine  dynamics.  It  can  be  seen in figure 13 that  the  varia- 
tion of amplitude  ratio  with  engine  speed  is mall beyond 0.6 cycle  per 
second. 

The  transfer  function  of  the  feedback  path H(f3) consists  of  the 
transfer  functions of the  control  amplifier and the  controller  (fig. 12). 
The  controller  response  depends-on  the  position of the  diode  switch. 
With  the  diode  switch in the  closed positim- (Wc > O}, the  transfer 
function  is  approximately  zero. For control  corrective  action,  the  di- 
ode  switch  is  open  (Wc -z 0), and  the  transfer  function  is that of  the 
particular  controller  action  used.  The  transfer  function  with 
proportianal-plus-integrd control  action  is  given ~n equation (5): 

t 

WCS H(s) = = % + - -  Ku T,s - GS 6 
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The  transfer  functions  for  proportional  and  integral  control  indi- 
2 vidually  are IGp and q / s ,  respectively. 

The  loop  gain GL of the system  at  zero  frequency is obtained frm 
the  frequency  invariant cmponents of the open-loop transfer  function. 
Therefore,  the loop gain  with  proportional  control  is &K-KP. Since 
the  zero-frequency gain of the loop with  integratfng  action  is  theoreti- 
cally infinite,  the loop gain is  obtained frm the loop velocity con- 
s h t  G, which'is  the  product of the  control  velocity  constant KT ? 

.n and  the  forward-path gain K&$$C&. 
0 

The  experimental  program  consisted of engine  accelerations  control- 
led by a temperature  schedule. A ramp input to  simulate a demand signal 
was used  to  obtain closed-loop transient  response  data.  The  transients 
were  initiated frm 62.5-percent  rated  engine  speed  where  the  steady- 
state  operation  is  well  below  the  scheduled  temperature. A fixed ramp 
input  of  2-second  duration  and a rate of 35-percent  rated  fuel flow per 
second  were  used  for"al;l-transient  tests. 

The  temperature  schedule  was  set and maintained at 75-percent  rated 
tailpipe  taqerature.  This  allawed a safe  rnargln for overshoots,  track- 

tings  used. 
i ing errors,  and  steady-state  errors  for  the  various  control  gain  set- 

*- 
Data were  obtained  for  both  proportional  and  integral control with 

the  gain  varied f r m  law settings  to that sufficient to cause  system in- 
stability.  Proportional-plus-integral  control data were  obtained  for 
independent  vaiiations  of  velocity  constant and proportional  gain. 

The control  system5  were  evaluated  from  the  follarlng  criteria: 

(1) Loop gain and  stability 

(2 ) Tracking  error  (velocLty  droop 1 
(3) Steaw-state error  (positional &oop) 

(4) First  overshoot and large-slot opening overshoot 
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DATA AM> RESULTS 

Ty-pical  transient  data  for  proportional-plus-integral  control  ac- 
tion  are sham in  figure 14. The  recorded  traces  are  controller-output 
signal,  fuel-valve  position, eerie speed,  engine  acceleration,  and can- 
pensated  tailpipe  temperature. 

Frm steady-state  operation  at  62.5-percent  rated  speed, a 2- 
second  fuel  ramp  is  applied  to  accelerate  the  engine at tlme  labeled 
zero.  The  fuel-valve  position  Wf  increases as a ramp until the  meas- 
ured  temperature % exceeds  the  set  temperature TS a8 s h m  in ffg- 
ure 14 at 0.6 second. This activates  the  controller-output ~i@;nal Wc, 
which  reduces  the  fuel-valve  poeition  accordingly.  At  the  tenuinatfon 
of  the  2-second  ramp,  Wc  reverses  to  maintain  the  set  temperature 
schedule. 

A fuel-flaw  disturbance  caused  when. the large-slot  manifold  fill6 
and opens  occurs  during  the  time  interval of 2.5 to 3.4 seconds  in fig- 
ure 14. A t  2.5 seconds,  the  large-slot  manifold  begins  to fFI1, reduc- 
ing  the  effective  fuel flow to  the  canbustor.  The  controller  output 
increases  fuel flow to  maintain  the  temperature  schedule  as shown by  the 
fuel-valve-position  fscrease  during  this  interval.  At 3.4 seconds  the 
large  slot  opens  and the effective  Fuel  flow  is too large, thereby  caus- 
ing a temperature  overshoot  at 3.6 seconds. This disturbance  (large- 
slot  overshoot)  calls  for  corrective  actian  by  the  controller.  Although .I 

the  fuel-system manlfold f i l l i n g  characteristic  is  undesirable for main- 
taining a temprahre schedule,  the  effectiveness of the  controller to 
correct  for a disturbance may be  evaluated. 

? 

The ability of the  controller to follow the  temperature  schedule 
is  evaluated by three  basic  criteria:  overshoot,  velocity  error,  and 
positional  error. 

Two temperature  overshoots  are  encountered, 88 sham in figure 14. 
The f i r s t  overshoot  occurs  when  the  ramp  fuel  input  accelerates  the  en- 
gine beyond  the  scheduled  temperature, W c h  activates  the  control  sye- 
tem. A second  overshoot  takes  place  when  the  large-slot  manifold opens 
to supply fuel to the engine. 

Velocity  or  tracking  errors of the  system  are  of two f o m ,  a pos- 
itive  error droop A and a negative  error  droop B. Droop A occurs  when 
the  controller signal i s  reducfng  fuel flow, such as  during  the  period 
the  Fuel  ramp  input  is i n  effect and the  control  is  activated. A nega- 
tive  temperature  error, droop B, occurs when the  controller sigual ie 
increasing  fuel flow to maintain the temperature  schedule.  Such a pe- 
riod  is in evidence  after  the ramp fuel i n ~ ~ $  is terminated  until the 

L. 
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large  slot  opens.  This droop is  further  divided in to  portions  before 

droops B and BL, respectively. 
m and  after  the  large-slot  manif old starts f illFng its  lines,  labelled 

In trying t o  maintain  set  values at the  end  of a transient,  steady- 
state or  positional  errors  occur. No steady-state  errors  were  involved 
with  the  integrating  action of the  feedback  control  used  for  figure 14. 

Closed-Loop Control D a t a  

Proportional  control. - Proportional  control data are  presented in 
figure 15 for increasing  values of control  gain.  The  engine  response 
to a law-gain  proportional  control (ICp = 3.25) is presented in figure 
15(a). The  control  output  signal  We  shows  that only a mall correct- 
ing  action  takes  place.  This al lows the fuel  valve  to follow the rap 
input closely.  Hence,  these data are very shilar t o  those of an un- 
controlled  system.  The low proportional gefn results in a system of 
poor  regulation  with a large-slot  overshoot of 630° F and a steady-state 
error  of 300" F. 

(r: Increasing  the  control  gain to 13.0, as  shown in figure 15(b), e gives  better  control  regulation.  The  large-slot  overshoot  temperature 
is  reduced  to 4 b 0  l? with a steady-state  error of 230° F. A slight am- 

trace. 
* plificatim of  temgerature  noise  is  evident on the  fuel-valve-position 

The system  is  unstable,  with mdJ"amplitude osciJlations for a 
proportional  control gain of 39.0, as shown in figure 15(c). Although 
the  increased.  proportianal gain reduced large-slot  overshoot  to 2900 F 
and  steady-state  error  to 1600 F, they remain of larger  magnitude  than 
can be  tolerated  for  tuFbojet  control.  Amplification of noise has in- 
creased,  particularly  that  of 60 cycles  per  second,  resulting in large 
fuel-valve  oscillations. Filtering of these  objectionable  frequencies 
is necessary  for  safe,  -00th  operation. 

An unstable system with  large  oscillations  results when control 
gain  is  increased to 45.5, as  shown in figure =(a). The  unstable os- 
cillation  at  the  end of the  transient  has an amplitude  of 335O F, with a 
frequency of 6.7 cycles  per  second.  Large-slot  overshoot  is  255O F, 
with a steady-state  error  of L35O F. 

As a result of these  large  steady-state  errors,  the  proportional 
controller  is  undesirable. A plot of experimental  and  analytical  steady- 
s t a t e  error is sham for varfous loop gains in figure 16. (See  appendix 
B for the  analysis of steady-state-error  derivation. 1 At a loop  gain 

m of unity,  the  steadx-state  error  is  about half that  at  zero loop  gain. 
Any further  increase in Loop gain caused  the  system  to  beccane  unstable. 

* 
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Loop  gain  was  restricted to approxhately  unity  mainly by the  large  en- 
gine  dead-tine  phase  shift. A t  the  unstable  freqyency of 6.7 cycles  per 
second,  the  dead-time  phase  shift  was 130°. 

” 

Integral  control. - Transient  data  with  integral  control  action  are 
presented  for  increasing  velocity  constant in figure 17. The  velocity 
constant Kv is increased frm a low value of 130 in figure 17(a) to 
twice  the  gain (260) in  figure 17(b). The  use of Integral  control  elim- 
inates  the final steady-state  error.  Doubling  the  velocity  constant 88 w 
shown in figures 17(a) and  (b) had little  effect on large-slot  overshoot, 
a peak  temperature of 860° F occurring in both cases.  Velocity  errore 
were  reduced an average of 50 percent.  The  velocity  tracking  errors  are 
relatively small cmpared with  the  large-slot  overshoot  error,  that  is, 
a maximum velocity  error of 55O F compared  with 8x1 overshoot  error of 
240° F. 

cn 
4 
tP 

Increasing  the  velocity  constant  to 520 results in an unstable 
system (fig.  17(c)). The  instability  that  occurs  when  the  control is 
engaged at low engine  speed  is of a ldw &&tude and bec&e8  dampened 
during  the  filling  of  the  large-slot  manifold. The unstable  amplitude. 
is  larger  at  higher  engine  speeds as a result of the  larger  engine  gain, 
as s h m  previously in figure 8. The  frequency  of  the  unstable  oscilla- 
tions  varied fram 3 cycles  per  second  at low engFne  speed to 2.85 cycles 
per  second  at  the  final  engine  speed. 

Integral  control  action is more advantagems than  proportional con- 
trol, as it  eliminated  steady-state  error and reduced  tracking  errors. 
The  control  loop  becomes  unstable  at a frequency of 2.85 cycles  per  sec- 
ond with  integral  control  action,  ccrmpared %Lth 6.7 cycles  per  second 
with proportioaal  control  action. An additlon of proportional action 
to  the  integral  control  loop  should  provide  increased  stability. 

Proportional-plus-integral. - A combination of increasing  propor- 
tional  gaFn  to integral control  is  presented in figure 18. This  set of 
data  has a fixed  velocity  constant of 130, with  proportional gain ICp 
varying from 3.25 to 45.5. The  effect of increasing  proportional  gain 
in the  control loop lowered  large-slot peak overshoot fram 820° F at 
Kp of 3.25 to 7 1 5 O  F at Kp of 45.5. This ccnnpares  with a minimum 
overshoot of 820° F for integral  action and 875O P with  proportional 
action.  The  unstable  frequency at the  end  of  the  transient  of  figure . 

18(d) is 6.0 cycles  per mcond, which  lies  between that obtained  for 
proportional  and  integral con t ro l  individually. 

Evaluation of Control  Criteria 

Steady-state  error. - Steady-state  positional  errors  occur  with 
proportional  control  action only and decrease with increasing  control 

r, 
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gain. At  the maximum gain  allowable  for  system  stability,  the  steady- 
state  error  is too large to be  sui-table for turbojet-engine  control. . 

Tracking  error. - For  integral  and  proportional-plus-integral  con- 
trol,  both  positive and negative  tracking  errors  were  observed.  These 
temperature  errors  are  of a constant  nature and result f r m  a constant 
rate of change of required  controller  output. A positive  error  that 
occurs  when  the  control  reduces  fuel flaw is  called  velocity  error A. 
Calculation of this  error,  which  is  the  same  for  both  integral  and 
proportional-plus-integral  control,  is  presented in appendix B and is 
shown in equation (6) : 

A plot of velocity  error  against  control  velocity  constant  (fig. 
19) indicates  that  the  calculated  velocity  droop A follows  the  experi- 
mental  results  closely.  &-creasing  velocity  constant  reduces  the  track- 
ing  error. % 

P A negative  tracking  error  that  results  when  the  controller  in- 

e 
RJ 

cu 
1 creases  fuel f l o w  is  called  velocity droop B. Such an error  occurs 

after  the  fuel-ramp  input is terminated,  and  calculations  of  this  error 
are  presented in appendix B. Equation (7) shows  that  the  calculated 

in the  numerator: 
droop B is  s5milar t o  droop A of equation (6) without the positive  term 

4. 

The  value 09 droop B, which diminishes  with  increased  velocity  constant, 
is a l s o  sham in figure 19. 

A third  tracking  error  occurs  when  the  filling of the  large-slot 
subtracts frcan the  effective fuel flaw to the  engine.  This  error  is 
larger than droop B, and  insufficient  information was available  for  its 
calculation.  The  experimental data for  large-slot droop are  shown  in 
figure 19. 

Overshoot  error. - Te~~perature overshoot  errors frm large input 
signals were found to be  larger than tracking  errors.  Theref  ore,  the 
temperature  overshoots  resulting f r o a n  ramp  fuel  input and the large-slot 
openings  are m r e  critical in the  evaluation  of a safe  control  for  surge 
prevention. 5 

The  fuel-ramp-induced  temperature  overshoot  is  plotted  with  propor- 
tional  gain  for  several  values of velocity  constant in figure  20(a>. 
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Small variatih of temperature  overshoot  occur  when  proportional gain 
is varied, with a minimum value at a proportional  control gain of 26. 
The  temperature  overshoot  variation  nith  velocity  constant (fig. 20(b)) 
indicates a minirmun  value  at a control  velocity constant of 260. There- 
fore,  the proportionalrplus-integral control  setting  for  minimizing  the 
fuel-ramp-induced  temperature  overshoot  is Kp of 26 and Kv of 260. 

The  large-slot  temperature  overshoot  occurs  at a higher  engLne 
speed and is of a larger  magnitude.  Plots of large-slot  overshoot  wlth 
increasing  proportional  and  velocity  constant  control. gains are  shown in 
figures 21(a) and (b),  respectively. A reduction in Large-slot  tempera- 
ture  overshoot  with  Fncreasing  control  gain  for  both  proportional and 
integral  control  is  shown  by  the  data. 

Selecting  the  optinrum  control  gain f o r  min3dzing the  fuel-ramp 
temperature  overshoot (Kp of 26 and Kv of 260) produces a large-slot 
overshoot  error of l55O F. The large-slot  overshoot  error is the  larg- 
est  error  Involved in tracking  the  temperature  schedule.  Therefore, 
selecting a margin between  scheduled  temperature  and  surge-line tempera- 
ture Kill depend  primarily on this  error. 

Stability  limit. - Stability  problems  develop In an attempt  to im- 
prove  the  transient  response  by  increasing  the  control gain. The tran- 
sient  data  previously shown in  figure 15 are typical of the  oscillatory 
growth  with  increases  of  control  gain. A stability-limit plo t  for  vari- 
ation~ of both  proportional  and  velocity  constant  control gains is sham 
in  figure 22. Proportiaaal  control  data  lie on the  ordinate,  whereae 
integral  control data fall on the  abscissa.  Lines of constant 
proportional-plus-integral  relation  radiate  from  the  origin  toward the 
unstable  region.  The  stability  limit  cslculated  at  94-percent  rated 
speed is  between  the  experimental  data of stable  and  unstable  operation. 

The calculated  frequency  for  instability  decreases  fran 6.5 cycles 
per  second  to 2.9 cycles per second  as  the  control  varies  from  propor- 
tional  to  integral  operatton. In general,  the  system  becanes  more  un- 
stable a s  either  control  gain  is  increased. An exception  occurs from 
the  reversal of the  stability  limit  near  the inteGal control  axis  (fig. 
22). When  aperating a t  an unstable  velocity  constant  of 500, the system 
becanes  stable  with  the  addition of proportional  control gain fram 8 to 
21. 

Application of Temperature  Schedule Control 

The  turbojet  engine used for the  experimebtal  investigation had an- 
acceleration  margin in the  surge  region  that  varied  from 30 to 50 per- 
cent of rated  temperature.  Temperature  errors  that  existed for the  op- 
tFmum  proportional-plus-integral  control  action  were lese than 2-percent 

ci 

c. 

4 
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rated  temperature  for  the  first  overshoot and velocity  errors,  whereas 
the  large-slot  overshoot  equalled  10-percent  rated  temperature.  Ellmi- 
nation of the  flaw-divfder  dynamics would  result in control  schedule 
deviations  within  2-percent  rated  tmgerature  for an input of 35-percent 
rated  fuel flow per  second. 

- e The  temperature-acceleration  control  design  encanpasses an adjust- 
0 ment  for (1) engine  dynamics and temperature-sensor  variations  with  en- n 

gine speed, (2) thermocouple  compensation, (3) engine  dead  time,  and 
(4) choice of controller  action. 

The  tailpipe-thermocouple the-lag variations  tend to cancel  the 
engine  lead-lag  variation with engine  speed.  Steady-state  engine gain 
variations  result in large  changes of loop  gain  with engine speed.  This 
difficulty  may  be  alleviated  by a cmpensating gain schedule. 

An accurate  measurement  of  temperature  is  needed,  particularly  in 
the low-speed operating  region  where  surge is the  acceleration  limit. 
Frequency  response  was  extended  by  the  use  of a thermocouple  canpensator 
critically  set in the low-speed region. Th5.s canpensator  setting  pro- 
duced an averconpensated  or  safer  temperature  measurement in the  higher- 

R speed  region  where  temgerature is the  acceleration  limit. 

The  tailpipe-temperature  deviations f r m  the  set  schedule  during 
Y an acceleration  were  of  three  types:  temperature  overshoots,  velocity 

errors,  and stedy-state errors. 

The  overshoot of controlled  temperature is the  largest  temperature 
error  encountered and is  the prlmary factor in selecting a safe  margin 
between  scheduled and undesirable  tempratures. 

Velocity  error  was  observed for integral and proprtional-plus- 
integral  control  schemes.  The  velocity  errors  are of both  positive  and 
negative  nature, depending on the  control  output  correcting  action.  The 
veloctty droop is predictable  analytically,  decreases  with  increasing 
velocity comtant, and  is mall when cc8npare.d  with  large-slot  overshoot 
temperature  error. 

Steady-state  positional  errors  occur  with  proportional  control  only 
and  decrease  with  increasing  loop  gain.  The  steady-state  error is ana- 
lytically  predictable  but was too large to be  suitable  for a turbojet- 

0 engine  control. 
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Stab i l i t y  limits are  analytically  predictable with close agreement 
t o  experimental  data. The engke  dead time is an appreciable  factor 
towards control-loop  instability,  particularly  with  proportianal-type 
control. The frequency a t  which the system becomes unstable is highest 
for  proportional  control &nd lowest  with  integral  control. The addition 
of some proportional gain t o  a s l ight ly   unstable   intesal   control  system 
has a stabilizing  influence. 

The most favorable  control system tested was that of proportional- 
plus-integral  action, which  had no steady-etate  error, minimum tracking 
and overshoot error, and a higher  velocity-constant  stability limit. 

Lewis  Flight Propulsion Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee f o r  Aeronautics 

Cleveland, Ohio, April 5, 1956 

. 
v 
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SyMBOLs 

The following symbols are used i n  this report: 

a dead t h e  of t a i l p i p e   t e q e r a t u r e   t o   f u e l  flow, sec 

C capacitive  cmponent 

CT s e t  temperature constant 

c, f u e l  input rate constant 

GL loop gain at zero  frequency 

GV loop velocity  constant 

K a  gain of controller  amplifier, R ~ / R ~  

KC fixed  gain of control amplifier, = R& = RE/& 

%L gain of temperature  sensor and compensator 

KP 
Kc& 
9 proportional.  control  gain, - 

* mli enghe galn of tailpipe  temperature t o  Are1 flaw 

KV control  velocity constant 

Kw gain of fuel flow t o   f u e l  system input voltage 

K 1  gain fram f u e l   s e n m o t o r  input t o  compensator output, 
K1 = KwK- 

N engine speed, percent  rated 

P potent imeter   set t ing 

R res i s t ive  ccPqponent 

S operational form of Laplace operator 

1 T ta i lpipe temperature, OP 

I Te temperature  error between s e t  temperature and measured tem- 
perature, OF 
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Ts 

t 

WC 

W f  

w i  

QC 

Qe 

=C 

measured tailpipe temperature, ?F 

scheduled  temperature, ?F 

time, sec 

controller  output signal 

fuel-valve  position 

input demand signal 

thermocouple compensator lead time constant,  sec 

engine lead time constant,  sec 

thermocouple-catpensator lag time constant,  sec 

engine lag time constant,  sec 

=i control  integrator time constant,  sec 

=t thermocouple lag time constant, sec 

u) frequency, cps 

Subscripts: 

A velocity  error  occurring when control  reduces  fuel flow 

B velocity  error  occurring when control  increases  fuel flow 

1,2,3 ... designation of resistor,  potenticmeter, or capacitance fram 
f ig .  6 

Transfer  functions: 

c(s> controller  output to temperature error 

englne taflpipe temgerature t o  Fuel flow 

G ( 4  forward path (measured temperature to   fue l  system Input) 

H(s) feedback path  (controller  output  to  control amplffier input) 

" thermocouple-compensator output t o  tailpipe  temperature 

W b )  f i e 1  flaw t o  fuel-system  input 

w 
2 
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DWIVATION aF EQUATIONS 

Velocity  Error 

The  derivation  of  velocity droop is  obtained  from  the  basic  closed- 
loop system  with  its  associated  transfer  functions as sham in figure 
12. The forward  transfer  function G ( s )  consists  of  the  fuel  system, 
the  turbojet  engine,  and  the  temperature-measuring  ccanponents. 

Experimental  velocity  errors  occurred  from 70 to 75 percent of 
rated  engine  speed. In this  region,  the  engine  dynamics  have a rnnRll 
steady-state  gain  (fig. 8) and a h g e  engine  lead  time  constant  (fig. 
9) .  Because  the  frequency  variant  term  is  large  canpared  with  the  fre- 
quency  invariant tern, the  engine  lead (1 + aes)  can  be  assumed  to  be a 
pure  derivative  UeS.  The  forward  transfer  function  with  the  engine 
derivative  assumption  is  as  follows: 

3 
I 

2 -  where Kl = K&*. 

The feedback  path  consists of the  temperature  schedule-maintaining 
control  transfer  function H ( s ) .  For  proportional  control  action,  the 
experimental  temperature  error  never  reached a constant  velocfty  error 
and  therefore is not  derived.  Integral and proportional-plus-integral 
control  actions  were  investigated  and  are  presented in equations (B2) 
and (B3), respectively: 

H(s)  = Kc.&. +-=  rc, 
El RTLS %+s (Proportional  plus integral (B3) 

action) 

The  temperature  error Te with  respect  to  fuel-flow input Wi 
and  scheduled  temperature T, is derived in equation (a): 
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Droop A. - The  temperature  tracking error, droop A, resulted f r m  
a ramp  input of fuel flow with  the  scheduled  temperature  fixed at its 
set d u e .  These  forcing functions i n  their  operational form are 

and 

which,  applied.to  the  general  temperature-error  equation (M), produce 
the temperature-error  re8ponse: 

When  the  values  of G(s) and H( s) for  proportional-plus-integral 
control are inserted,  the  tracking  error t a k e s  the following form: 

Klues(l + bcs)~e-a8 
(1 + TeS>(l + zts)(l + zcs) - 6cT 

Te,A(s) = 

82 [I -+ 
~ ~ a ~ a ( 1  + a,s)(% + EG)e'aS 

Applying  the f i n d  value  theorem  from  reference 5 

liDl f(tf - - Lim s F ( s )  
t + -  s + o  

results i n  a constant velocity error,  droop A, as  follows: 
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Since  the  proportional  control  term % in equation (B6) ap- 
droop A equation (B7) is  valid  for  both  integral  and  proportional-plus- 
integral  control  action. 

- proaches  zero  with  the  application  of  the final value  theorem,  the 

Droop B. - The derivation of droqp B is obtained fram  equation (B4) 
after  the  termination of the  ramp fuel input.  Therefore,  constant-value 
functions  are  applied  to  both  Wi(s) and Ts(s): 

Using proportional-plus-inkgral control  action  and applying the 
final value  theorem  give  droop B: 

? 
3 As indicated  by  equation (B9), the  velocity  error, droop B, is  the 

same  for  both  proportional-plus-integral and integral  control. 

Steady-State Error 
c 

The  ability of a control  parameter  to  seek  its  set  value  at  the 
end  of a transient  is  important  to  avoid  unsafe  operation.  The  equa- 

various  control gains and control  schemes. 
1 tions  derived in this section  determine  the  steady-state  errors fo r  

From the  block  diagram in figure 12, the  temperature  error  Te 
with  respect  to  fuel-flow  input Wi and scheduled  temperature Ts is 
as follows: 

Te(s) =[+I l + G s H s  'i(') - [I + G(:)H(s;) 
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Constant-value  forcing  functions  are  applied  to Wi(13>  and  Ts(s) 
in  order  to  obtain  the  temperature-error  response  with  proportional c m -  
trol  action: 

.. 

f CT 

Adding  an  integrator  to a control  system  and  applying the final 
value  theorem  result i n  a zero  steady-state  error, 

1. Stiglic,  Paul M., Schmidt, Ross D., and Delio,  Gene J. : Experimental 
Investigation  of  Acceleration  Characteristics of a Turbojet -ne 
Including Regions of Surge and Stall far Control  Applications. 
NACA RM E54E24, 1954. 

2. Novik, David,  Eeppler,  Herbert,  and  Stiglic, Faul  M.: Experimental 
Investigation of a Surge Control on a Turbojet  Ehgine. NACA RM 
E55E03,  1955. 

3. Stiglic,  Paul M., Eeppler,  Herbert J., and  Novik,  David:  Ekperimental 
and Analytical Inveetigation  of an Acceleration  Regulating  Control 
f o r  a Turbojet  Engine.  NACA RM E56C07. 

4. Otto, Edward W. , Gold, Harold,  and Hiller, Kirby W. : Design  and Per- 
formance of Throttle-Type Fuel Controls for  Engine Dyaamice  Studies. 
NACA TN 3445; 1955. 

5. Chestnut,  Harold, and Mayer,  Robert W.: Servomechanisms  and  Regulat- 
ing System Design. Vol .  1. John Wiley &Sons, kc., 1951. 
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Figure 2. - Variation of thermocouple lag first-order 
approximation Over operating range of engine. 
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Figure 3. - Thermocouple compensator frequency  response with 
lead time constant set for complete  compensation a t  66 per- 
cent rated engine speed. 
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Figure 4.  - Comparison of frequency  response for compensated 
and uncompensated t a i l p i p e  thermocouple over operating  speed 
range of engine. Compensation mtched a t  66 percent rated 
englne speed. 
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Figure 8. - Variation of engine gain with engine 
speed. 
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Figure 9. - Variation of engine time constants with engine speed. 
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Figure 10. - Typical  dead-time response of tailpipe 
temperature to fuel flow. 
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Figure 14. - Typical  response of control t o  ramp fuel input for 
proportional-plus-integral  control-  action. Ramp input, 2500 
pounds per hour -per second for 2 secon-ds-.- 
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Time, sec 
(a) Proportional  contra1  gain, 3.25. 

Figure 15. - Transient data with  proportional  control  action. 
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(b) Proportional  control gain, 13.0. 

Figure 15. - Continued. Transient data with  
proportional control action. 
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0 1'. 0 2.. 0 3.0 4 .O 5 .O 
Time, sec 

(c)  Proportional  control  gain, 39.0. 

Figure 15. - Cbntinued.  Transient data with proportional control 
action. 
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(d) Proportional control gain,  45.5. 

Figure 15. - Concluded. Transient   data  with proportional cont ro l   ac t ion .  
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Figure 16. - Variation of proportional-control  steady-state 
temperature error with loop gain .  
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0 1 .o 2 .o 3 .O 
Time, sec 

(a) Integral control gain, 130. 

Flgure 1 7 .  - Transient data with Integral  control  action. - 
. ." 
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(b) Integral c o n t r o l   g a i n ,  260. 

Figure 17. - Continued.  Transient  data with integral c o n t r o l   a c t i o n .  
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3.0 CDS 

0 1.0 .2 . 0 3 .O 4 .O 5 .O 
Time, sec 

( c )  Integral c o n t r o l  gain, 520. 

F igure  1 7 .  - Concluded.  Transient data with I n t e g r a l   c o n t r o l  
a c t i o n .  - 
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(a) Proportional  control gain, 3.25. 

Figure  18. - Tranalent data for  proportional-plus-integral  control 
action.  Integral  control gain, 130. 
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Time, sec 

(b) Proportional control  gain, 26.0. 

Figure 18. - Continued.  Tranaient  data for proportional-plue-integral 
control  action. Integral control  gain, 130. 
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( c )  Proportional c o n t r o l  gain, 39. 

Figure  18. - Continued. p a n s i e n t  data for propor t iona l -p lus - in t eg ra l  
c o n t r o l   a c t i o n .  Integral c o n t r o l  gain, 130. 
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(d) Propor t iona l  control gain,  45.5. . 
Figure 18. - Concluded. Transient data  for proport lonal-plue-  

in tegra l  control a c t i o n .  Intewal c o n t r o l  gain, 130. 
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Control  velocity  cotmtant, 

Figure 19. - Varfation of ve loc i ty   e r ror  v l th  control  velocity constant 
f o r  i n t eg ra l  and proportional-plus  integral  control  action. 
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(b) For vsriatioaa of control velocity constant. 

Figure 20. - Temperature overshoot data resulting from 35 percent rated fuel flow per 
second ramp input initiated  at 62- percent rated engine  speed. 1 
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Proportional  control gain, Kp 
(a) With proportional  control gain. 
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(b) With control. velocity constant. 

Figure 21. - Variation of large-slot tempeyature overshoot. - 
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